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HOMAGE TO THE ROAD DANCER
I picked him up hitchhiking once
An improbable fellow
Tall and awkward
He wore glasses and a shabby blue plaid sports coat short in
the sleeves
His red-blond hair curled softly at his ears
I invited him to ride with me because he looked gentle
and a little out of place and time
My conversation wasn't of interest to him
Too much analysis - he didn't live like that at all
He took great pride in his skill at remembering names
His was Dallas
In the clear late afternoon sun I saw him again
Came upon him abruptly
Just past the apex of a curve where the mountain meets the lake
He flew in front of me ... backwards
Running backwards and twirling round and round across the road
My breath stopped
I hit the brakes
Then automatically nodded and waved
He stood straight at road's edge and waved back
While I trembled from the sudden fright
and from witnessing his exquisite challenge
How magnificent a risk
How amazing the trust
That this world is worth a dancing exit
ELEANOR M. HJEMMET
First Place, Poetry
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APPALACHIAN SPRING
BY TONEY FRAZIER - First Place, Short Fiction

I decided to kill myself on the first day of
spring, two months after the estrangement from my wife, six months after the
death of our only child. I left my office
and a full waiting room of assorted indigents at four o'clock. Carol, my secretary, looked perplexed as I walked swiftly
past her without any explanation. Mrs.
Miller's inflamed boil would have to
fester alone. As I hurried to the car in the
half mist, half rain, I fingered the bottle
of tranquilizers in my coat pocket. I
would call Carol from home, give her an
immediate raise and say goodbye.

crush underfoot like an insect. But they
would do. I would put Copeland or Gershwin on the stereo, settle back in my
favorite chair and wait for the thieving
bastard with a cynical smirk on my face.
I had become fearless of death, mainly
because I had come to see life as an
endless string of atrocities wrapped in
absurdities. The walking phantoms of
suffering and bodily degradation that
passed daily under my cold physician's
gaze had chipped away at what semblance of faith I had retained from an
idealistic youth. The final, the crushing
swing of the hammer came with the
death ofmy beautiful, innocent child. My
son, at the tender age of seven, was killed
as he stepped from a schoolbus by a
drunken driver I couldn't even begin to
repair the damage inflicted on his frail
body I plumbed my dissipating soul for a

It was all very beautifully planned outa hasty sentimental note for my parents,
perhaps a pastrami and swiss sandwich
on rye, then half a bottle of bourbon and a
handful of pink and yellow painkillers.
Such a ridiculous word, painkiller. As if
pain, real pain, were something you could
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reason, an excuse why this abstraction I
often referred to as God would want to
amputate such a large piece of my heart
so crudely , without any anesthetic. The
last image I had of my son was that of a
lovely waxen doll laid out carefully
amidst a cloud of white satin lining the
box. There was a small pink lightbulb
recessed in the ceiling above this display
In the delirious fragments of my mourning, I remembered how the light reminded
me of those I had seen in the supermarket,
the pink lights they use to make the
bacon and bologna look fresh. More
absurdities.

lane. Just ahead of them, a small crowd
circled a hidden spot in the middle of the
road. I immediately felt the twinge, th e
private loathing that accompanied every
such tragedy I was forc ed to attend since
the death of my child. Even before I
reached the site, I could guess what had
happened. A farmer's truck, the kind that
creeps so laboriously on these rural roads,
had been rear ended by a VW beetle. The
driver of the Volkswagen had probably
hit the truck at high speed in the blind
bend of the curve. The slick road, the
light dazzling the windshield, all the
conditions were perfect. God was working
overtime on this one.

My wife never recovered. She never spoke,
for all my pleading, but let her grief
surround her like a cocoon in which she
remained alone with her harsh maternal
penitence. When she left, she took only
our son's clothes, a few toys, and the
faded flannel blanket he had slept under
since birth.

I sidestepped a puddle of vomit and
pushed through the gaping bystanders.
My morbid frame of mind in no way
prepared me for the pathos of the scene.
The beetle had rammed the steel rear
bumper of the truck. The driver was a
blonde teenage girl. She had apparently
smashed partway through the windshield,
had been thrown back with the recoil and
spilled helplessly onto the road from the
open driver's side. She lay wide-eyed and
motionless , one arm twisted behind her
back, a foot caught in the hinged area of
the door Her golden hair was splayed
and slowly darkening with blood from an
unseen head wound. Her lacerated face
was otherwise flawless, almost angelic.
As I reached for her pulse, I saw her eyes
roll weakly in my direction.

I was glad it had rained on my last day,
though the mist gradually cleared as I
drove. The road from the town to my
suburb was considered by many to be the
most scenic in three counties. It wound
smoothly among the green sprinkled foothills, deep into the shadows of the
Appalachians that harbored the valley
like the curves of a great sleeping mother
I watched, with a dispassionate curiosity,
the breaking sunlight play on the scattered patches of hyacinth and jonquils.
Sparrows mating in midair darted among
the bonsai beauty of lone dogwoods . All
was green and moist and fecund.
I saw a cow tongue-bathing her calf in an
open field. Because of the chill, the
mother's tongue left tiny wisps of steam
rising from the calf s trembling body

I turned and asked as calmly as I could
" Has anyone called for an ambulance?"
A mute little man pointed back toward
the city and nodded.
I instinctively reached down on my right
side and felt empty air; the knife in my
stomach twisted sharply In my selfdestructive zeal, I had neglected to bring
with me my medical bag. I had seen no
reason to. I looked at the girl with apologetic horror. She didn't seem to understand why , but her eyes grew wide with
fear I reached gently behind her head
and felt, beneath the shredded flesh , the

The expression on the calf's face was
beatific.
When I looked ahead again, I saw the
first signs of the wreck.
Two cars were motionless in the right
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loose fragments of neck vertebrae. I didn't
know how she could still be alive.
I was never so helpless. Well, only once
before. Against the protests of a few of
the bystanders, I straightened the girl's
arms and pulled her gently away from
the car. I took off my three hundred dollar
tweed sportcoat and rolled it into a rough
pillow. With her head raised, the blood
seeped languidly into the pastel hues of
my jacket. I scanned her body for other
urgent wounds. She wore jeans and a
simple white angora sweater over a plaid
blouse. The back and shoulders of the
sweater had turned a deep crimson, but
over her left breast the name Virginia,
embroidered in robin's egg blue, was
untainted.
I knelt close to Virginia's ear and said,
"Can you speak?"
The angelic lips parted slightly as she
whispered, "Yes."
"Are you in pain?"
Her eyes closed and fluttered. She swallowed with great effort and looked up at
me. "No ... no pain," she said. I flicked a
tiny shard of glass from her cheek. I
gently squeezed her hand but felt no
pressure in return.

splendidly ironic pallor, was the lifeless
body in the truck. By fastening a rope
from its neck to the guardrail, the farmer
had secured a small white lamb in the
truck's bed. On impact, the rope had
tightened and choked the animal to
death. It lay on its side, the head lolling
off the edge, a small trickle of blood
coming from its nostril. The lamb's lifeless eyes stared directly at Virginia.
I heard her sigh and knew that she was
dead.
Just before the ambulance pulled away,
the pale faced attendant handed back my
blackened sportcoat. "There wasn't anything anyone could do," he said in a
soothing professional tone.
As I drove toward home, I flexed my
fingers on the wheel and felt drying blood
pull the matted hairs on the back of my
hand. I stared numbly at the magnificent
sunset before me. The parting clouds
were vivid and molten in the sun's rays.
The sky had turned the sensual reds and
pinks of a Renoir nude. The sun made a
golden aura on the horizon. It was obscenely beautiful.

As her eyes closed once more, I looked
round at the crowd that had grown considerably. For the first time, I noticed the
old man who was obviously the driver of
the truck. He was ancient and gnarled
with poverty. He stood trembling in faded
dungarees and a denim jacket. The brown
spatulate fingers of his hands hung from
the cuffs like useless udders. There was
an equally ancient little woman at his
side, choking on tears and moaning, like
an animal, over and over, "Sweet Jesus!
Oh, save us! Sweet, sweet Jesus!"

Suddenly, the knife that was embedded
in my gut slipped free. I felt my face. I felt
in disbelief what I had never expected to
feel again. Tears. Hot, burning tears.
Genuine tears of pain and remorse fell
down my cheeks. I smeared the moisture
with eager abandon over my face. I tasted
the saltiness. In between the sobs that
wrenched upward from my stomach, I
struggled to unfold the grisly wad of my
sportcoat. At length, I retrieved the bottle
of pills and emptied them into my left
hand. I slowed the car and checked the
rear view mirror. Then I hurled the pills
far behind the car and watched them
dance on the glistening asphalt like
candy hailstones.

But the absurdity, the one thing that
colored this whole abysmal scene with a

I had stopped crying by the time I reached
my house, but felt the tears well again
when I saw my wife's car in the driveway.
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ADAY OF HAWKS
-

you r heart would have responded

Gaily, when invited , beating obedient
To controlling hands
-T.S Eliot

He was waiting, having been recently killed
The blood which seeped from his mouth
had not yet hardened
What is one to say of lofty aspirations that the hand
cannot attain - only the eye
- a pride of place
for those who would give the gift of release
In hopes that they could know. It comes through
sharing - as if memory could become the extreme
achievement of purpose.
The sound of belled talons remained constant
as the hawk faltered through the mist
toward the ground. At once I thought
of the turning, widening gyre and the wobbling pyre
It was raining then, and he was not supposed to be out - perhaps he did
not see me as he pushed out from the branches of the oak - hanging, with
wings in the form of a parachute, the air rushing through feathers. He
made a small circle over my head and returned again to the tree. It did
not look like the same one from which he had come. He tilted his head
to look down at me. I heard the crows coming once again.

The rain dripped from my hair as I was
scared to move, as if he were not aware of my presence.
There was a Cooper's hawk somewhere in
the woods. One never saw them they wouldn't circle at the sight of a man remaining still, impudently casting down
a look of hatred.
silent
a sharp staccato - like series of cries - shattering
even the wind -

a still sound of death.

unlike the red tail's cry, born of
films, long, drawn out from a high-pitch
then slowly diminishing
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I held a rat, caught especially for this day
and threw it out in the field
from immediate yarak he stooped, plunging
downward, he could be caught easily on a bal-chatri
the blood flowed, from his ears onto the elbow which was fluttering wildly,
inadequate, as the talons held him down, the beak stretching
pulling at the neck- and left. The rat's tail hung loosely,
barely attached
A joy in sharing death
and the thought of talons which would be belled
I paused - thinking of what Jeffers or Warren might say.
II.

Of Purple J esses and Jeweled Hoods
A king on horseback stopped by a stream
hooves trembled in mud.
Listening for his gyrfalcon flying at rooks.
Pursuing, with retainers at side
Did he ask what Christ meant by granting the birds of the air
nests while the son of man hath nowhere to lay his head?

I turned to see a band of crows diving at the hawk
in unresting, fragmented cries of thought
An Unreal Weight on a gloved hand
awaiting the falconer's touch
TIM FOSTER
Second Place, Poetry

SPLIT
It's over you say. No real surprise.
In fact, I knew. Not an arrogant knowing,
Instead, deep down and sad for both of you.
I never liked her much, taking you. The two of us
Outsiders in the world. Then, me alone.
But in my woman years, after birth of one
To her three
A corner of me goes to her,
Woman to Woman.
I cry her tears and hate
The man thing you do.
NORMA CALWAY-FAGEN
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A QUIET SUNDAY AT HOME
the slime-slushy sounds of your eating
pervade even the clamor
of the multi-celebritied variety program
i am attempting to enjoy
after dinner, you will move wordlessly
to the back porch and smoke your pipe,
so i can clear the table.
then i will join you to observe another sunset,
as late-afternoon turns to dusk
and the flickering tails of fireflies mark
springtime's turn to summer.
usually, your puffing will drive me indoors;
but only shortly before the mosquitoes
force you there too.
later, still too young to go to bed before ten,
you'll escape my presence by "taking care of a few things"
in your two-car garage;
i will not mind, my own mind engrossed
in a highly-publicized and slightly
risque paperback novel.
that night in bed i will not mention
my disgust at your noisy eating,
and you will not bother to remind me
how much you hate the taste of bay leaves
in your sunday stew.
rather, we will say the (constantly becoming
less) comforting words of love before
quickly having sex like there were
a million tomorrows.

ELIZABETH GORDON
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TREASURES
BY SARAH K. DA VIS- First Place, Non-Fiction

glistening water. As I turned my head,
the gusts of wind slapped my face, seeming to try to waken me, for I needed to
check on the girls who were collecting
buckets of seashells and other treasures
to arrange and glue on white canvas for
the wall in the living area.

Four years ago my husband and I decided
to purchase a beach cottage in North
Carolina. It has been a good investment
for us even though the payments are only
fully appreciated a few weeks out of the
year when Rob, my girls and I ready the
cottage during the Easter holidays for
the summer rental season. We don't mind
the preparation each year - nothing
seems like work there when we can run to
the beach in the daytime and fall asleep
to the rhythmic beating of the ocean at
night.

After a moment I heard a "whumping"
sound and adjusted my angle of vision
between the porch slats to see Sheri
struggling to hang on to her red and blue
Budweiser raft and an overflowing bucket
of seashells. As she descended the mound
of loose sand, it appeared that at any
second the raft would soar like a kite with
Sheri still clutching the rope.

Our time at the beach is full of promise
and renewal. We have special memories
of each year, but an event that occurred
there three years ago left me with an
impression about life that I still think
about from time to time.

"I'm not going out there anymore! I had
to chase this stupid raft all the way down
the beach and I'm covered with sand."

On that day I was stretched flat like a
piece of greasy bacon, just before the heat
begins to curl and bubble it. The sun
glowed around the edges of the clouds,
appearing momentarily and making
everything seem almost too bright. The
wind was still gusty and persistent. It
was better to lie here on the deck of the
beach cottage because I didn't have to
contend with the sting of blowing sand
on the beach. Yesterday I had been a
walking piece of sandpaper, doing the
Frankenstein shuffle when I crested the
sand dune. How the girls had hooted and
imitated me!

"OK. Come inside and take a shower.
Where's Amy?" I said.
"How do I know? I was chasing this
dumb raft half-way to the inlet," Sheri
yelled.
"You weren't supposed to leave her," I
shouted, but my words were lost as Sheri
disappeared under the pilings of our
cottage.
I sat up and wiggled my toes into my flip
flops, then jerked on a faded blue T-shirt
and walked through the cool, loose sand
back the way my oldest daughter had
just come. I was anxious to see what
broken pieces of shells Amy delighted in
this afternoon. As I followed the path
between the tall sea oats to the top of the
dune, I felt a curious sensation to hurry.

That was yesterday; today I wasn't going
to venture down to the oceanside. Slowly
I lifted myself up, leaning on one elbow,
and gazed out at the bush covered sand
dunes and beyond to the erratic undulation of the white caps on the emerald

Looking down the expanse of empty
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beach, my eyes rested on an overturned
red plastic bucket abandoned at the
water's edge. Amy's collection of shells
and dead sand fiddlers lay in a heap, the
encroaching tide soon to disperse them.
Up the beach, two small children darted
to and fro at the ascending waters. One
would be Amy; she was always ferreting
out a new playmate. And besides, there
was no one close enough to interest a
three year old in the other direction
toward the pier.

and worse . unafraid.
The wind had subsided, but the thundering of the ocean reminded me of my own
smallness and helplessness. This incomprehensible world which before had been
so full of majesty and beauty, now terrified and paralyzed me. I ran faster toward
our cottage.
I had hardly been able to speak, to say
that Amy was gone, but Rob had taken
con_trol and sent me back toward the pier
while he went the opposite way. There
was no plan beyond that; he was confident Amy had just wandered off. But I
knew how much time had passed; already
the anxiety and fear had awakened in my
heart the chilling reality that I might
have lost her.

I shivered slightly and quickened my
pace toward the children, but as I approached, I realized that they were larger
and older - maybe six or seven. I asked
them if they had seen a little blonde girl
with braids, wearing a Big Bird swimsuit.
No, they shook their heads and turned
back to their game of tag with the bubbly
rise and ebb of the water on the shore.

I walked on the damp sand back the way
I had come. After a few minutes, I saw a
couple farther down the beach. I could see
a girl wearing a black swimsuit with an
orange half-sun on the left side and what
looked like two small legs dangling on
either side of her hips. Yes, braids, too, I
noticed. The boy walking beside the girl
waved his arms and I waved back and
jogged anxiously toward them. The lump
m my throat began to dissipate into sobs.
Tears came at last unchecked and unashamed as I hugged this precious creature tightly.

I squinted my eyes at something tan and
wet floating at the edge of the water. I
knew it was a grocery bag, but an eerie
dread welled inside my chest. The ocean
continued on and on, beyond the horizon
that I could see and down to the blackness
deeper than I wanted to imagine. It was
no longer an inviting, sublime emerald?reen playground, but a gray, cold and
impassive current. I'm not playing a
game any more, I thought. Where is
Amy?

Amy held out a chubby hand toward me
fingers half-bent over something.

I started to jog toward the pier, but Iknew
that Amy couldn't walk this far in such a
short time and if she had, surely I would
be able to see her little figure in the
distance. Running made the knot in my
chest rise up to my throat and threaten to
burst. I would not panic, I would not cry.

"Here, Mommy ... for you."
I took the shell she offered. Fine and
worn, chipped on the edge, it was as pale
and fragile as my young daughter. She
was so trusting and vulnerable, and yet
weren't we all?

"God, help me find her," I whispered,
f1ghtmg to maintain control.

Turning to the sea once more, Amy and I
walked back. As I looked down at my
daughter's small, delicate hand in mine
I noticed the single jagged edge of the
shell protruding from between our clasp.
Indeed, life was full of promise, and small
treasures.

My thoughts came abruptly back from
the precipice of panic and despair and I
turned around to return to get Rob to help
me look. It was too big for me - the
beach, the ocean, and my nightmarish
thoughts. Amy was so tiny and fragile
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PRESSURE COOKER
this place is a pressure cooker
and it's cooking me
i try to get loose
but i just can't get free
the profs are the cooks
they're mixing the dough
they're adding the yeast
they're watching me grow
they slam the oven
i fall flat on my face
they write in their grade books
they lay me to waste
today i'm an egg
with a microwave load
too many papers
they watch me explode
tomorrow it's chicken
with me they will make
they found a new method
it's called shake and bake
my cookies are crumbling
my recipes fail
when will it end
this scholastic travail
this place is a pressure cooker
and it's cooking me.
DEBORA JENKINS

I HAVE HEARD THE MERMAIDS SINGING
Warm Autumn days bring the girls to the benches
In their day-glo sweaters
And eighth-layer jeans.
I carry my books and my stomach
(Which from my angle resembles the bloated body
Of an old spider)
Across the campus, without looking up.
To what purpose
Would I stare from under my wind-tossed and tangled
mop
At their delicate curls and pink cheeks?
Could even one of them afford the luxury
Of an indifferent glance?
But I do not look up,
And they do not have to hide their contempt.
No,
They are too busy,
Talking of delightful things with giggles.
I do not think that they will sing to me.
DONNIE COLLETTE
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THE LAST COW BUTTER DAY
BY JUDY K. MILLER- Second Place, Short Fiction

Mrs. Grubb was the only one left in the
valley who still made cow butter. There's
nothin' better than cow butter and
Momma's damson plum jelly to go with
hot biscuits.

worried me that some poor cow might get
stuck like that and die before anyone
found her.
The last cattle guard was in the bend of
the lane right before you got to the
Grubbs' house. I started to poke my toes
through the holes when I noticed that
there was a green truck parked in front of
their house. It had white sideboards with
the words Jay Wilson, Auctioneer
printed in tall black letters.

Once a month Momma and me would
walk over to the Grubbs' to get our cow
butter. When I got older, Mommasentme
by myself.
The last time that I got to go to the
Grubbs' after the cow butter was on one
of those early fall days when the sky has
deepened into a school-day blue. The
weeds alongside the dirt road were brown
and brittle. The only flowers still in bloom
were the field daisies and wild cornflowers.

Jay Wilson was Uncle Jay to me, even
though we weren't any blood relation. He
didn't have any family, so he had kinda
adopted me and my two older brothers.
He always gave us a quarter every time
that he saw us. Sometimes, he would give
me fifty cents. "Little girls need more
money than boys," he would say with a
wink. " Just don't tell your brothers."

The air above the lane that led to the
Grubbs' was filled with a dust that looked
like a thin brown fog. The lane was the
best part of the walk, because you had to
cross over three cattle guards. We didn't
have any cattle guards on our farm.
Daddy said that only lazy people would
put in a cattle guard instead ofputtin' up
a gate. But Mr. Grubb wasn't lazy, he was
just old.

When I saw his truck, I started to think
about the maple sugar candy that I was
gonna buy, and that made me forget all
about the cattle guard. I started to run as
fast as I could.
When I didn't see anyone out front, I
went round to the back like I usually did,
and stepped inside the closed-in porch.
The porch was the type of place that you
would like to be durin' a thunderstorm.

I dropped my brown toes into the spaces
of the cattle guard, and thought about
how a cow must feel when her hoof slips
through and gets caught. It had always
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Grubb had bought two years ago, and the
old Mealmaster. Most everyone had
gotten rid of their old cook stoves a long
time ago, but Mrs. Grubb wouldn't do
away with hers. "The new one is all right
once in a while," she had said, "but what
if the power went off? What would you
cook on then?"

Two worn rockin' chairs and an old
kitchen table filled the porch just enough
to make it cozy, but not crowded. I glanced
toward the table, and saw Mrs. Grubb's
churn pushed back under it like it was
gonna stay there a while.
I started to go on into the kitchen when
Mrs. Grubb rushed through the door. She
seemed surprised to see me and quickly
shoved a wad of handkerchief into her
apron pocket.
"Why child," she said. "I didn't hear you
come in." She put a hand to her silvery
hair.

She went to the refrigerator, which must
have been at least twenty years old, and
stooped over to pull the two circles of cow
butter from the bottom shelf. She caught
hold of her back as if to steady herself
when she stood up.
I was reachin' to help her when I heard
Uncle Jay talkin' with Mr. Grubb in the
front room. "I sure hate to see you all go,"
he said.

"Is today the day that you come for
butter?" she asked.
"Yes, ma'am," I said.
She looked toward the churn, and I
noticed how tired her eyes were. Tiny
lines streaked through them. They were a
weak gray instead of the snappin' black
that I was so used to.

"Well, you're the first to know," Mr.
Grubb said. "I thought that I'd get all my
business took care of first, before I told
any of the neighbors." He pushed back
his chair and struck his cane against the
floor. A screen door screeched open, and
he spat with a long hiss. "Maybe that
way they won't be tryin' to talk me out of
it. It got to be more than me and Eliza can
take care of."

"I must have forgotten," she said softly,
lowerin' her voice with apology. "I just
sold my last half-dozen pounds to Jay."
It was unlike Mrs. Grubb to forget about
our cow butter day. She always said that
she looked forward to my company, and
she usually gave me a hot buttered biscuit
to eat on my walk home.

"Couldn't you hire some help?" Uncle
Jay asked.
"Now don't start on me, Jay," he said. "I
done bought a little house in town next to
the Piggly-Wiggly. That way Liza won't
have to worry about how to get to and
from the store."

I shrugged my shoulders. "That's okay,"
I said in aw his per, not really meanin' it. I
turned to go when she laid a gentle hand
on the top of my head, and petted me like
I had seen her pet her kittens.

Mrs. Grubb handed me the paper bag
with the cow butter in it. The bag looked
like it had been used at least ten times
before.

"Now let me see," she said, sayin' each
word separately as ifto give herself more
time to think. "I just put away two halfpounds in the Frigidaire for me and Car 1.
I'll let you have them. You all have been
good customers. It just wouldn't be right
to turn you away empty-handed." She
started toward the kitchen. "Come on
in," she said, "and I'll put it in a bag for
you."

I offered her the dollar that I had been
sq ueezin' in my hand.
"You don't owe nothin' ," she said.
She had tightened up until she looked
only half as big as she really was. "Tell
your mother that I'm sorry about the
butter," she said.

The kitchen was crowded. It had two
stoves in it- the new electric one that Mr.

I wanted to ask her if this was the last
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By the time that I got home Momma was
already cookin' supper. I hurried into the
kitchen and threw the paper bag on the
table. Momma pulled out the two golden
disks of cow butter. "Just two?" she
asked.

cow butter that we would be gettin', but I
didn't. Instead I wadded up the dollar
and stuck it into my dress pocket. Then I
left without even tellin' Mrs. Grubb goodbye.
I needed time to think, so on my way
home I stopped by Fleenor's pond where
we sometimes went fishin'. Usually you
could see a bunch of bass jumpin' for
bugs, but I waited a long time without
seein' even one blue gill come to the
surface. The pond wasn't fun anymore. It
made me think unhappy thoughts, so I
decided to leave.

"She had done sold it all," I said bitterly.
She peeled away the wax paper to inspect
the butter. "Have you been dawdlin'
again, Maggie?" she asked frown in'.
"This butter is already gettin' soft."
"No ma' am," I said. "It just took longer
than usual."

THAT MORNING AFTER ALBUQUERQUE
You woke me up, pink-on-the-edges desert
Some surprise
I'd gone to sleep wrapped in the snuffling sounds
of a highway-high semi shaking off his drug
Some surprise
I had no warning, so many miles my eyes were gummed and fading
And safe, I thought, blanketed in black
I'd heard about you, map tracks said you were near
But I wasn't ready for the way you penetrated my solitude
Screaming
I woke up shaking, and it wasn't from caffeine overload
It was your crumbling parched battleground
where everything loses
I wanted to wail a funereal song and knew none
For some reason I thought of Norman
Lost to us a dozen years ago
Drifted out of our lives into his outlaw ways
And gone so long he's probably reconstituted a conventional life
Or dead, perhaps,
Followed his road to its illegitimate end
ELEANOR M. HJEMMET
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DEATH
Like being five again dark room post-bedtime,
hearing noises in
the closet, not
knowing what lurks
inside hoping it's just the blankets
and stuffed toys, but
visualizing
scary
monsters.
With no mom or dad
to flip on the lights and
take a look, kiss us and
tell us that nothing's there.
One night we must
get out of bed,
open the door
for
ourselves
and step inside.
RANDY HALL

EPITAPH
Who was I?
Naught but a single, tiny strand on the endless strand of life.
I passed as the wind, as a star unseen,
As a soul unheard.
I passed just as the souls around me now,
Voyagers on the whisper of time itself.
I hear them, see them, feel their presence.
They are as I was, unknowing, unreal.
I hope to have touched one of you,
Either in the past or future.
I was a writer foremost, a musician, a thinker.
I wrote to reveal, played to relieve, and thought to comprehend.
I had goals as others, no bigger, no smaller but to myself.
I dreamed, yet planned, saw, yet grasped,
Life held its ancient mystery and meaning for me
And I think I had my share.
Now I pass on, to live again, in spirit, in tranquility.
My hope was to leave part of myself, my ideals,
My dreams for others.
My greatest treasure will be for someone to say,
Who knew me or not,
That he was truly a man in youth, a thinker in life,
An inspiration for tomorrow.
And most of all, a soul that was free.
THOMAS S. DAVIS
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SECOND SUN
Your shine is that of the sun.
In a room crowded with everyday people,
I found you,
misplaced.
not the blonde next to your skin
or the blue lost in your eyes But your mouth overlapping an
expression of soft soft and quiet.
Your subtle rays
touched the nerve of never.
I never knew
there was a second sun.
The shine warmed
better than a down spread.
Instead of blowing feathers in
the air I caught rays bouncing
off of your smile
and saved them in a jar,
just like bottleflies in summer.

SOLACE
He is at it again today,
as he is most days.
Alone in his driveway, washing his
pick-up truck.

Everyday people see you and know you by name I know you by the softness of
your expression I radiate the second sun,
the soft one.

Such a lonely man His wife- good Christian that she isstruts and preens,
wearing her self-righteousness
wrapped around her,
like a sacred shawl.

MICHELLE FULMER

Today he hits it lucky
Standing in the shadow of his garage
he stares with naked longing at the
teenaged girl across the way
"shooting baskets."
Silently and savagely he begins
his ritual.
With strong hands he sloshes, and
rinses, and soaps - until her body is
smooth and glistening.
With long, sensuous strokes,
she is dried.
Finished, he turns to leave,
then turns back once more - for
one last caress.
EVELYN KNIGHT SMITH
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GROWING INTO MOTHERHOOD
BY SUSAN ROPER - Second Place, Non-Fiction

having children, and living "happily ever
after." Here was my chance- maybe not
exactly at the time I had planned, but I
made up my mind to be the best mother in
the whole world. I naively thought I
would be a mother who would be proud to
call her children her own - a true reflection of self - a model to parade before
society.

Who am I? Or, should I ask what am I?
What human being has not pondered this
age-old question of identification of self?
I could correctly state that I am a thirtyfour year old woman, a student at East
TennesseeState University, and a mother
of three daughters. Does it stop here, or is
this where it begins?
Throughout the Christmases of my childhood, Santa Claus would bring me a
baby doll-to love, cuddle, and eventually dismember or otherwise disfigure by
November of the following year. Since
dolls didn't come equipped with male
plumbing (at least in that era!), mine
were all little girls. To each of my
"daughters" I was the perfect, doting
child-mother.

I remember my first sight of Dawn, my
firstborn. She was so ugly. I had to say
she looked like her father for she certainly
did not resemble me. Even my own
mother, in a very tactful expression of
disbelief over her granddaughter's homeliness, said, "Well, isn't she something?
She has her daddy's features and her
mother's fixtures!" Thank goodness, my
"ugly duckling" grew into an extraordinarily beautiful child, as did her two
younger sisters. They became so attractive in fact, that with each procession of
boyfriends, I asked, "Is this really a
blessing?"

I found that my love for babies was not
affected by the various stages of growing
up. Even the "tomboy" stage, so reinforced by my father, a professional athlete, failed to smother my feelings. The
youngest of three girls, I was showered
with basketballs, baseballs, and bats,
and much to Mother's dismay and
Daddy's delight - a complete football
suit at the age of nine. I was the envy of
all the boys and an indestructible force
on the back-lot with my helmet, shoulder
pads, and Spaulding football. Mother put
her foot down, however, and blocked my
hope of wearing cleats! I was still the
star player and these experiences became,
and still are, an integral part of my being.

As Dawn and the other children grew up
I puzzled, are children really extensions
of one's true self? Who is this person who
depends on you for food, clothing, and
shelter- but, at the same time, refuses to
eat what is prepared, refuses to wear her
brand new dress, and refuses to share a
room with her sister - simply because
she doesn't want to?
A mother can spank a child for just so
long; there is a point at which the child's
happiness becomes paramount. She begins to state, "If you love me, you want
me to be happy." Is it her happiness, or
mine, that is more important?

In high school my intellectual side blossomed and was nourished awhile, only to
be uprooted at age seventeen by impending motherhood. A real live, flesh and
blood baby was growing inside my very
own body!

The ultimate "happiness crisis" came
when Dawn decided she wanted to get
married. She was sixteen, and had dated
Jonny for quite some time. He was her

I had often dreamed of being married,
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Rebecca is strikingly pretty, artistically
talented, and overly emotional. If she
were to come to me and say that she had
decided to get married, I would surely
faint! Rebecca is a "free spirit." Like an
earthbound angel she flew from place to
place, getting involved with anyone who
appeared to need someone. I tried desperately to clip her wings, finally realizing that the only way to preserve sanity
for both ofus was to give her full freedom
and pray for her safety. She proceeded to
soar to dangerous heights and land on
treacherous perches. Throughout this
period of free-flight, her homing instincts
prevailed. She experienced more than
most fifteen-year-olds, eventually finding
satisfaction and fulfillment exactly where
it was to begin with - in her home nest.
This has given birth to a more settled,
knowledgeable young woman. There is a
happy Rebecca, as well as a happy mother
who is now included as best friend.

first and only love and I respected and
cared for him deeply. At twenty-three he
had a good job, nice home, new car - all
the ingredients of the modern American
dream. But sixteen!?
I raised every conceivable objection over
a period of several months, each sounding more hollow when compared with
Dawn's intelligent, mature reasons why
she and Jonny should be allowed to
marry. What it eventually boiled down to
was that "society" thought she was too
young. Certainly, statistics showed that
teenage marriages are doomed to fail.
I began to question myself. In our modern
society parents prefer that their children
marry at a mature age. Did God make a
mistake when he created a woman's body
to conceive at ages as young as twelve or
fourteen? Isn't Dawn more mature than
most twenty-year-olds? Isn't the same
society that predicts such ruin for young
marriages also producing a divorce rate
of one out of two of all marriages? Where
is the real problem - age or society?

My final contribution to mankind, with
thanks to modern medicine and the tubal
ligation, is Patrice, the "baby" of the
family. In my ignorance of future consequences, I kept her the baby. Now,
eleven years and one hundred pounds
later, she is still "the baby." Unrelentlessly spoiled, she learned exactly how to
use her birth position to remarkable advantage. Equipped with those big "baby
blues" and a cunning intellect, she has
her father right in the palm of her hand.

I went with society as the problem and
gave my consent and accompanying
blessings to my daughter and her future
husband.
Throughout the wedding preparations,
climaxing with a vision of virgin beauty
floating down the aisle, Dawn's happiness became my happiness. That year
could have been miserable for both of us.
I could have blamed "lady luck" for
letting her fall in love at such a tender
age and causing me such heartache. I
chose instead to thank God for such a
wonderful son-in-law and to pray for
each of us and our continued happiness.

So, Mother played villain for a while with
stern talks and an even stiffer switch.
These lessons are not forgotten, and
having been rooted in love, proved to be
just the right catalyst to crack that shell
of babyhood. Patrice is emerging into a
growing, maturing woman-child who is
happily discovering the advantages
(along with the responsibilities) of being
grown-up. She too, has allowed me to
become her friend.

Dawn is followed in age by Rebecca, my
"middle child," as I have so unfairly
classified her Looking like me, as well as
acting like me, has formed the foundation
for her favorite argument, "But, I'm just
like you, Momma!" Do we actually wish
such misfortunes on another human
being?

Motherhood has ceased to be the central
part of my life, developing instead into
another branch in my growth. I don't feel
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EPILOGUE

as many women do - that my purpose on
earth has ended. On the contrary, I feel
much more adequately prepared to face
whatever tomorrow may bring. Motherhood is a wonderful experience, as are
many other things such as education,
falling in love, and knowing God. As for
me, I hope I never stop growing, learning,
failing, succeeding, experiencing! Eventually, I hope to add another dimension
to my life, "Grandmotherhood." For me,
this will be the tasting of the sweetest
fruit from the tree of Motherhood.
December 5, 1980

A belated, but much beloved, Christmas
bundle arrived this year! Dawn and
Jonny became parents of a seven-pound,
black-haired baby boy, born December
28th. Jon Benton is the blessing that
brings reality to the dream of "Grandmotherhood."
I find myself relishing the flavor of our
little "miracle from Heaven" with more
enthusiasm and joy than I had ever
imagined. Thank God for grandbabies!
January 28, 1983

COMES A TIME
Four women in cast-off coats
and black hats, their shoes split
allowing splayed feet a sigh of relief
stand in light dimmed by early evening.
They wait, time passes talking.
"Miz Rosa what's this they say
You don't clean for the Man no matter the pay?"
Grizzled grey head turns with a sigh,
"Why sugar, gotta do what you gotta do."
"Sweet Jesus, ain't that the truth,"
say the other two.
Tired bus draws near, clanking like an elevator
in an old hotel.
Reluctant doors wheeze open as
Sheila, first in line maneuvers massive flesh
past narrowed eyes of blue and green.
Next, one after the other, two sisters
creased and worn; torn and too tired to care.
Miz Rosa, last in line works her way back
hesitates, then stops. She mumbles
Only Sheila and the other two hear
"Gotta do what you gotta do"
Turning, she wonders where the next breath
will come from in air suddenly filled
with a hundred years of fear fed hatred.
Mumble becomes distinct as front row seat is found
sitting, her voice quietly proclaims,
"Comes a time you gotta do what you gotta do."
NORMA CALWAY-FAGEN
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THE ARCTIC ZONE
i long for the eloquence of a baseball bat, bashing
the skull of dr joyce brothers for saying there
are 50,000 compatible women for every man and
vice-versa-bull-shit
or a kick to the groin of the next person who tells
me i'll find somebody someday, as if no one had
ever gone through life alone, isn't it hilarious
how we lie to ourselves to avoid the painful
truth
you'd think they never heard of the goddamn elephant
man, for chris'sake, don't they know we're in
the arctic zone
DONNIE COLLETTE

DIS EASE
Resentment curls
fingers around the heart squeezing
out joy, peace, and hope.
MARIEL. O'NEILL

A STABLE OWNER GA VE ME HIS CARD
Those hooves not hovering in grass gloves
As they might, reins wrapped tight to the
Cold metal sign. NO PARKING HERE TO CORNER
It is getting late; steel shoes, steel nails,
Concrete. They can rest but one leg at a time.
You inside the bar, left your car at home, drove
A live advertisement made of oak, iron, and blood.
Outside two metal-mouthed slaves await your late night
Escapade. Rubber soles for the one who rides, cold
Steel for the two who tug, trot, sweat.
Above them, from Unseen Pasture, a cow spirit
Bleats aloud, its brassed flesh their bridle.
The three grazed together once; the bleating goes unheard.
You, dancing in the bar, bought your beer with these beasts' breath,
Sold their mother for glue. In the street still, in the
Caressless, boot-black night, thong-tied whinnies echo
While you pinch fanmes.
BRIAN KNAVE
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THE NIGHT OF THE LIVING RUTABAGAS
BY DONNIE COLLETTE

Donnie was going crazy - had been for a
long time.

knew that the situation called for unconventional means. Letting his eyes scan
the tabletop, where he had been writing,
he spotted his dictionary. Perfect! It was
broad and flat enough to insure a direct
hit and carried the weight of God - at
least for a spider

My dear colleague Sigfried,
I write to you in haste, as I fear
for my own life. My experiments
have ended in disaster. You were
right to accuse me of meddling
where man has no business, but I
have realized this too late. I only
hope that I can find some way to
stop this horror that I have unleashed upon an unsuspecting
world.

Gently sliding back his chair and picking
up the dictionary, he watched the spider,
which waited, challenging him from
across the kitchen. He slowly walked
around the room, in order to approach the
spider from the side, but it turned to face
him. "Sonofabitchin' asshole!" He tried
again, this time crossing to the other side
of the kitchen, yet slowly drawing closer
to the spider. It continued to watch him.
Finally, sensing that he was near enough
to make the kill, Donnie raised the dictionary above his head and brought it
down hard on the thing, rattling the
entire cabinet. Another small victory in
an unending war.

From the comer of his eye, just within the
range of his vision, where reality usually
made itself known to him; Donnie saw
movement on the coun tertop and immediately stopped writing. Before he looked
to see what the movement was, he knew
by its smooth straight path that it was a
spider.
Spiders came to Donnie the way flies
come to carrion. Perhaps, they knew or
somehow sensed the fear that inhabited
and fed on his mind, ormaybehewasjust
paranoid. Regardless of the reason for
their appearance, he always killed them
- unless they managed to escape.

After wiping liquid and tiny leg fragments from the dictionary with a paper
towel, he sat down to write some more,
stealing an occasional glance at the
cabinet in case another one of the enemy
appeared.

This time, however, the spider had appeared on the countertop, just above the
cabinet where the Raid and the fly swatter
were stored away. Donnie knew that
attempting to get at these conventional
weapons would be too risky. The spider
might leap in his face or jump into his
hair while he was reaching for the Raid.
From his experience with spiders, he

Yes, Siggy, as you've probably already guessed, they're alive; they
crawl, reason, communicate, and
Siggy, they kill! Several people are
already dead, including Martha and
little Jimmy. I fear that soon those
things will come back for me - those
filthy, disgusting, bloodthirsty rutabagas. My God, Siggy, what have I
done?
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You must warn the people, Siggy.
Alert the militia!

I beg your help, Siggy, I'm so
afraid.

Donnie stopped writing again to look out
the window at the darkness. His eyelids
sagged, and a sleepy glance at his watch
informed him that once again he had
missed his planned bedtime of 11:30. He
dropped his pencil and went to bed.
While awake, Donnie was plagued by
spiders and loneliness. In his sleep, he
was plagued by dolls; grinning, blackeyed dolls, who weren't supposed to be
alive but, through some quirk of reality,
moved anyway. They had pursued him
all his life The first ones had been pretty,
though nonetheless terrifying, and had
chased him through his childhood with a
butter knife and a plastic smile. As he
had grown older, however, they had
changed and no longer needed a knife to
scare him with. Those faces were enough.
Their eyes were black pitsJeading to hell,
and their black-lipped mouths opened
wide to reveal hideous sharp teeth and to
drool blood. Certainly, the butter knife
would have been preferable.

What was that? A noise outside?
Donnie dropped his pencil and
looked around. Yes, he had heard
something. It must be them. He
knocked his chair over as he stood
up. In spite of all the campaigning
he had done against guns, he
would have given anything for
one now. He had to laugh, of
course, at the obvious question,
would a gun stop a pack of hungry
rutabagas?
Donnie stopped to look at what he had
written, and threw down his pencil in
anger. The story he had first seen as a
funny send-up of old horror movies,
wasn't coming out very funny. He was
also concerned about his decision to use
his own name for the main character.
Would the reader confuse the character
with the author? Disgusted with the story
and having recovered from his nightmare, he decided to go back to bed.
At the end of the hallway leading to his
bedroom, he stopped. His bedroom door
was closed, and he knew that he hadn't
closed it. He wanted to turn and run but
couldn't move. The door, of course,
opened, and in his bedroom, Donnie saw
a doll. Whatever mind he had left, after a
lifetime of struggling with reality, quickly and cleanly snapped.

This time he was exploring an old abandoned house. After climbing a very
narrow, mile-long staircase, he came to a
closed door and was unexplainably afraid
to open it. The door, of course, as dream
doors tend to do, opened itself. Directly
across the room, in an open closet, stood a
doll - a very pretty doll, standing four
feet tall in a soft pink dress. Donnie
wanted to move, to run, to scream for
help, but could only stare and moan. The
doll wasn't pretty any more. The eyes
had fallen inward, and blood dripped
from the grinning mouth. He woke up,
screaming.

*
*
*
Donnie stopped to look at what he had
written and wondered if anyone would
understand it. He was supposed to have
written a simple science fiction story,
and this psychological hall of mirrors
had come out instead.

With all the nerve he could gather, he got
out of bed and fumbled for the light
switch, finally managing to turn on the
light; drive the darkness outside. He
looked at the clock on the dresser and saw
that he had only been asleep for an hour.
Afraid to go back to bed, he returned to
the kitchen to write.

Like everyone else, of course, Donnie was
slowly losing his mind. He wondered
when his writer was going to stop and
look at what he had written. Donnie
hoped he wouldn't stop writing for a long
time and that the story would be a good
one.
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JUDGES
Photography·

Sergio Purtell is a graduate of Yale University and is a
professional photographer living in New Haven, Connecticut.

Drawing·

Barbara J. Sevier teaches Art and Humanities at Milligan
College, Johnson City, Tennessee.

Poetry·

Jim Wayne Miller is the author of four collections of poems,
Copperhead Cane, The More Things Change the More They Stay
the Same, Dialogue With a Dead Man and The Mountains Have
Come Closer (winner of the Thomas Wolfe Award). He has
directed poetry workshops at colleges and universities in
Kentucky, North Carolina, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, and
Indiana.

Fiction.

Stephen Pett teaches fiction at Marshall University,
Huntington, West Virginia. His short story, "The Face of the
Waters," was cited in The Best Short Stories of 1981. He is also
the author of a book of poetry, Pulpit of Bones, and a novel,
Quint's Eden, which won the 1982 West Virginia Writer's
Association contest.

Non-Fict10n.

Robert Denham is Chairman of the English Department at
Emory and Henry College, Emory, Virginia. He has authored
and edited several books including Northrop Frye: An
Enumerative Bibliography and Northrop Frye. On Culture and
Literature.
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